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Speciﬁcations
POWERTRAIN
5KW or 3KW motor
110 km/h top or 50 km/h speed
Two removable 72V20AH batteries
2 hours of battery recharge
100 km battery life
Maximum torque 50 Nm
SECURITY
Rear and front brakes with CBS technology
Inverted fork hydraulic front suspension Double shock absorber rear
suspension with adjustable preload
Front tire: 4.0-17 Tubeless Tire.
Rear tire: 5.0-17 'Tubeless Tire.
Inverted fork hydraulic front suspension Double shock absorber rear
suspension with adjustable preload
DIMENSIONS
Dimensions approx .: 2000 * 700 * 1150mm.
Approximate net weight: 140 kg
Seat height: 780 mm Frame in stainless steel tubular frame
Swingarm Double arm in aluminum alloy

OX Technology
SMARTBOX
The SmartBox is a technological component that makes your motorbike smart. It increases the pasive and active security of the rider and makes a unique and customize user
experience.

CONECTIVITY
The smartbox system is fully upgradeable. You can also obtain it in two ways:
With screen and without screen, in the case of not including a screen, your
smartphone will work as a screen through the OX app. This technology allows
you to use it as a gps, receive traffic information, weather, real-time notiﬁcations and others a series of options related to the data you choose. Finally, the
mobile application can inform you at all times of the status of your OX, location
and health of the same, including notiﬁcations in case of theft and fall.

OX Technology
PROXIMITY SENSORS
The smartbox incorporates proximity sensors, which make a real-time 360 mapping of the surroundings of the motorcycle, warning by
vibration of the ﬁst on the corresponding side by which another vehicle is dangerously approaching. This system allows you to react to a
possible dangerous situation even before seeing it. The system is fully customizable and learns from your driving mode to create the best
possible experience.

ACCIDENT AND THEFT NOTICE
Due to the large load of sensors that your OX has, we can notify our servers to the corresponding emergency service if there has been a
fall. Communicating the exact address and your proﬁle. Gaining a few key minutes in the event of an accident
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